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Cottered Cranks

Some older bikes have cottered cranks, meaning cranks are attached to the axle by 

wedge-shaped fasteners called ‘cotters’, held in place with a nut.

Removing cottered cranks to service bottom bracket can be very difficult.

To remove stubborn cottered cranks, you will need a short piece of pipe (an old seatpost 

works well), and a hammer:

 - Place pipe on floor, and non-threaded end of cotter into top of pipe, so that 

crank arm is supported by pipe – this way, the pipe will transmit the energy of the 

hammer to the floor.

 - Smack the threaded end of the cotter with the hammer, as hard as you can. It’s 

best to give it all you’ve got and get it the first time, because otherwise you might end up 

bending the cotter out of shape or breaking the threaded end off

If this does not work, use a punch to drive out the remains of the cotter.

An old pedal axle is ideal for this; they are the right shape and right metal.

If this does not work, drill through the cotter with a ¼” drill bit to relieve some pressure 

(remember cutting fluid) or warm up crank with propane torch . 

cottered crank

cartridge

Open Bearing (Cup-and-Cone) vs. Cartridge Bottom Bracket

- Open-Bearing

 .Consists of axle, two bearings cups, 22 ball-bearings (1/4” or .635cm)

 .Can be adjusted and should be serviced regularly

- Cartridge Bottom Bracket

 .Axle and ball-bearings are together in a self-contained assembly

 .Are not adjustable or serviceable

Bottom Bracket Workshop
* Print your own copy today! tools and

terminology



bottom brackets?
When Should I Adjust or Service my Bottom Bracket?

There are two symptoms which indicate that bottom bracket should be adjusted or serviced.

If bottom bracket is loose – test this by grasping both crank arms and pushing and pulling laterally (ie. Not toward front and 

rear of bike)

If ball-bearings are worn out – test this by taking chain off chainring, and spinning cranks while holding frame with one 

hand. If you feel a rumbling or grinding, the bearings or cartridge unit should be replaced.

With an open-bearing bottom bracket, if ball-bearings have deteriorated, it’s possible that they have pitted or worn down 

the bearing surface of the axel or cups. If this is the case, replace part.

Adjusting Open Bearing Bottom Bracket

To examine bottom bracket:

- Remove dustcap (there is a tool to do this, and it’s tiny – see if you can find it)

- Remove crank nut with crank wrench

- Remove crank arms with crank extractor

- Screw head of extractor into crank (right hand threading)(tighten finger-tight), turn handle to pop crank off

 * While screwing tool into crank arm, be very careful that threads are aligned; in tool and crank arm, threads are  

 delicate and easily broken. 

- Remove adjustable and non-adjustable cups, inspect bearings and cups, re-grease if grease has worn away , replace 

bearings/cups if worn

- Step 1: remove lockring with C spanner

- Step 2: remove adjustable cup; this will be either hexagonally shaped (can be loosened with conventional wrench) or will 

have two holes or two slots (must be loosened with a pin spanner)

- Step 3: if fixed cup must be cleaned/repacked (Sheldon Brown does not see this as necessary most of the time) use fixed 

cup tool – a lot of force will have to be used, as it will be on tight (there are different threadings: French/Italian vs. 

British/Swiss – this will determine how much force/which direction you will need to turn, as well as how tight cup must be 

tightened)

- To tighten bottom bracket, first tighten the fixed cup, and then tighten adjustable cup and secure with lockring (crank arm 

does not necessarily have to be removed)

Remember that as you tighten the lockring, the adjustable cup may loosen or tighten in the process.

It takes some practice, but if you purposefully over-loosen (over-tighten) the adjustable cup before tightening the lockring, 

you can overcome this problem.

Replacing Cartridge Bottom Bracket

- Remove crank arms.

- Insert proper bottom bracket tool fully into non-drive side splines, turn counter clockwise.

- To remove the drive-side, turn clockwise to remove.

- Replace cartridge.

threading?
Threading on bottom brackets

Terminology: left side = non-drive side, right side = drive side 

Most modern bikes use an English thread which means that the left-side cup is a right-hand thread (ie. Conforms to rule 

of leftie loosie righty tightie), whereas the right side cup is a left-hand thread where the rules are reversed.

Italian bikes, which have (you guessed it) an ‘italian thread’, meaning both non-drive and drive-sides are right-hand 

threaded. This may be true with some older French bikes as well.

This design is slightly more dangerous as the drive side (adjustable) cup is more prone to loosening (think about the 

direction that the pedals turn and the direction that the cup loosens).
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